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Mount Arm-V ETU on a gun with G&G ETU contact group
The Arm-V ETU is installed in place of the G&G drive control board, has the same marking of the pads and a
connector for connec ng the ETU pin group from G&G.
To install you need:
-Remove the shrink tube from the factory control board G&G;
-disconnect the connector of the contact group from the control board;
- solder 4 wires from the control board;
- solder the plus (red) wire going to the ba ery connec on connector to the B + terminal on the Arm-V ETU,
the nega ve (black) wire to the GND terminal;
- solder the plus (red) and nega ve (black) wires going to the motor to the M + and M- pads on the Arm-V
ETU, respec vely;
- solder the red wire for connec ng the Arm-V usb adapter, included in the Arm-V ETU kit, to the solder pad
on the pad located in the corner next to M; solder the black wire to the pad on the back of the board;
-connect the connector of the contact group;
- put on a heat shrink tube and set the hea ng to a temperature of 120C.
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Mount Arm-V ETU on a gun with standard contact group
he Arm-V ETU can be used as Arm-V pro on drives with a standard pin group.
To install you need:
- solder the plus (red) wire going to the ba ery connec on connector to the B + terminal on the Arm-V
ETU, the nega ve (black) wire to the GND terminal;
- solder the plus (red) and nega ve (black) wires going to the motor to the M + and M- pads on the ArmV ETU, respec vely;
-wires coming from the contact group are soldered together with wires for connec ng a USB adapter.
The polarity of the connec on of the contact group does not ma er.
- solder the red wire for connec ng the Arm-V usb adapter, included in the Arm-V ETU kit, to the solder
pad on the pad located in the corner next to M; solder the black wire to the pad on the back of the
board;
- put on a heat shrink tube and set the hea ng to a temperature of 120C.
To use this mode in Arm-V ETU, you need to download ﬁrmware for Arm-V pro, for this:
- connect Arm-V ETU to PC using Arm-V USB adapter;
- run the program for Arm-V ETU;
- go to the update tab;
- press the bu on “put Arm-V ETU into update mode”, on the Arm-V ETU 2 green LEDs will light up;
- Close the program for Arm-V ETU;
- open the program for Arm-V pro, the program will immediately go to the update tab;
- click the "update Arm-V pro" bu on.
Arm-V ETU is completely ready for use, use the program and instruc ons for Arm-V pro for conﬁgura on.
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A en on! Arm-V ETU has its own power consump on. Disconnect the ba ery from the Arm-V
ETU a er playing. Long-term storage of the ba ery with the connected Arm-V ETU will lead to its
complete discharge and failure.
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LED Screen
Arm-V ETU is equipped with LED screen intended for programming and indica

on of the system's correct
opera on. The are 4 diodes on the LED screen ( 2 green and 2 red ones) that can have the following states:

- LED is oﬀ

- LED is on

- LED is blinking

- two LED is blinking in turn

Launching
When connected to the ba ery, Arm-V ETU will perform self-diagnos cs, and you will see the gree ng
line on the LED screen.

Default se ngs:
Ba ary type:
Ac ve brake:
ROF control:
Pre-Cocking:
Number of shots in the AUTO mode:
Number of shots in the SEMI mode:
The ba ery discharge signal:
Night mode:
Сycle control:

LiPo
oﬀ
oﬀ
oﬀ
oﬀ
oﬀ
oﬀ
oﬀ
oﬀ

To reset the se ngs to the default:
- connect the control wires;
- connect the motor wires;
- disconnect the ba ery;
- pull the trigger and put the jumper on;
- connect the ba ery keeping the trigger pulled;
- wait 10 secs ll the third diode on the LED-screen ﬂickers 3 mes;
-let the trigger oﬀ, and you can start using the device.
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Arm-V ETU func on

MOSFET

ь CONTACT BLOCK PROTECTION
The ba ery power goes on the motor directly, leaving out the contact block. As
the result, the ﬁre cyclic rate goes up and the trigger's response is quicker. ArmV ETU was designed for much higher loads than the contact block, which allows
user to set any tune value.

ь SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Reac on is so quick that the short circuit does not lead to damage of the
electronic key and the ba ery irrespec ve of the me of emergence.

.
ь BATTERY OVERDISCHARGE PROTECTION
Arm-V ETU constantly controls the ba ery charge. When it's falling lower than
10%, you will hear the sound signal a er the shot. Reaching the cri cal charge
level, the controller will be turned oﬀ. The controller is compa ble with LiPo, LiIon and NiCd ba eries. It does not require any addi onal se ngs when you
install the ba ery of the same type for diﬀerent voltage

ь ACTIVE BRAKE
The motor stops right a er the contact group circuit. When ﬁring in the single
mode and auto mode if cycle control on, the piston won't go up by inter a, the
spring will stay low, prolonging your gearbox service life.
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ь

RATE OF FIRE CONTROL

Arm-V ETU allows to adjust the cyclic rate for any value, giving the higher
level of realism.

ь MAXIMUM ROUND LENGTH CONTROL
Arm-V ETU allows to limit the round with any number of shots and even turn
if oﬀ completely, saving the ammo.

ь MULTIPLE SHOTS IN THE SINGLE FIRE MODE
Arm-V ETU allows to set any number of shots in the single ﬁre mode.

ь NIGHT MODE
Arm-V ETU allows to turn the light indica on oﬀ, so that nothing gave you up
in the nigh me.

ь CONNECTION TO EXTERNAL DEVICES
Connec on to external devices allows to perform more precise adjustment. It
also ac vates some extra func ons and allows to carry out diagnos cs of your
drive
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ь SPRING PRE-DRAW
Arm-V ETU allows to adjust the spring pre-draw. This way you get an instant
trigger reac on.

ь CYCLE CONTROL
Arm-V ETU analyzes the condi on of the piston and stops the engine only
a er a shot is ﬁred. With cycle control enabled, the spring in the auto mode
will remain deﬂated.

ь MOTOR JAMMING PROTECTION
In case of the motor jamming during the ﬁre, Arm-V ETU preven on system
will work,not allowing to damage the motor, ba ery and wiring.
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Enter setup mode
To conﬁgure, diagnose, and update Arm-V ETUs, you can connect to a PC using
Arm-V usb adapter, to conﬁgure without using the Arm-V usb adapter Arm-V ETU, you must put it in the
appropriate mode.
To enter basic ﬁring mode, adjust or reset to factory se ngs:
- disconnect Arm-V ETU from the ba ery;
- hold the trigger (or insert the dzhumper in the connector of the Arm-V USB adapter);
- connect the ba ery with the trigger held (or with a connected jumper);
- release the trigger (remove the jumper) in a given period of me

Enter setup mode
0-5 sec

| basic shoo ng mode

5-10 sec | se ng mode
10-15 sec | reset to factory se ngs

Basic shoo ng mode
In basic ﬁring mode, the Arm-V ETU will turn oﬀ all intelligent functions, leaving only protection
enabled. After a reboot, the settings will be restored.
Example: entering this mode after the game when using the spring pre-entry, you can reset the
spring without resetting the settings.

Se ng mode
- The last green LED should light up on the LED display.
This means that you are in the ﬁrst item on the main menu.
Use short presses to move through the menu and long presses (more than 1 second) to enter the submenu
and save / return to the main menu. Entering the submenu is always carried out on the ﬁrst item, regardless
of the stored values. Reboot to exit setup mode.
Arm-V ETU by disconnec ng the ba ery.
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MAIN MENU
Ba ery type
Ac ve brake
Rate of Fire control
Spring Pre-Cocking
Number of shots in AUTO mode
Number of shots in SEMI mode
Ba ery discharge signal:
Night mode
Cycle control

SUBMENU
Ba ery type
the ba ery charge control is oﬀ
LiPo
LiFe
NiCd
Li-Ion

SUBMENU
Ac ve brake
oﬀ
on
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SUBMENU
Rate of Fire control
Rate of Fire control is oﬀ
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200

SUBMENU
Pre-Cocking, %
Pre-Cocking is oﬀ
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
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SUBMENU
Number of shots in AUTO mode
The AUTO length control is oﬀ
1
2
3
5
7
10
20
30

SUBMENU
Number of shots in SEMI mode
The SEMI length control is oﬀ
1
2
3
4
5

SUBMENU
Ba ery discharge signal
Sound
Vibra on
Signal is oﬀ
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SUBMENU
Night mode
On
Oﬀ

SUBMENU
Cycle control
On
Oﬀ
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ERRORS INDICATION
A er pulling the trigger, the second red LED lits up for 1 sec - it means the
short circuit protec on mechanism worked. Check the wires from the key to
the motor and the motor itself. There is possibility of the processor reset
during the short circuit if you use small capacity ba eries. In this case when
you let oﬀ the trigger, the scrolling line will run, and if you pull it longer, the key
will go to the adjustment mode.
A er pulling the trigger there was no shot, and the ﬁrst green and red LED lit
up - it means that the motor jamming protec on mechanism worked.

The motor is not connected
The ba ery is discharged to a cri cal level
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